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一 Thankyou very much for your purchase of Takahashi Fluorite Retractor, 

FC-76DS. Compact as it is, but the FC・76DSoffers wide variation of focal 

lengths produced bγthe reducer, the flattener, and the extender for visual 

and imaging applications. 

Table of Contents 

In order to use your instrument in its highest possible capabilities, please 

read this instruction manual very carefully and familiarize yourself with all 

the functions thatγour instrument offers. All the instruments are strictly 

inspected before shipment. If there is anything wrong with your instrument, 

please contact your authorized Takahashi distributors for proper cares. 

& WARNING 

SPECIFICATIONS NEVER TRY TO OBSERVE THE SUN THROUGH 

ANY TELESCOPE WITHOUT PROPER FILETER. IT 

WILL CAUSE PERMANENT BLINDNESS. KEEP 

CHILDREN AWAY FROM ANY TELESCOPE DUR-

ING DAYTIME. EVEN A SMALL FINDER SCOPE 

CAN DELIVER SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF LIGHT 

TO MAKE EYE BLIND. 

Configuration 

Effective Aperture 

Focal Length 

Focal Ratio 

くWith760 Flattener> 

Focal Length 

Focal Ratio 

Image Circle 

くWith760 Reducer> 

Focal Length 

Focal Ratio 

Image Circle 

<With Extender-0 1.6X> 

Focal Length 

Focal Ratio 

Diameter of Main Tube 

Total Length of Main Tube 

込：CAUTION
• When attaching this instrument on the mount, be careful not to drop it or to be 

pinched, causing unexpected injuries. 

• Never place this instrument on uneven place to prevent this falling or dropping, 

which might cause injuries. 

• Do not place this instrument at the direct sun light. 

• When focusing this instrument, be careful not to pinch your finger. 

• Be careful that children do not swallow small parts such as button battery, 

eγepiece, etc. 

e Inflammable materials such as styrofoam are used for packing material. Do not 

place it near the fire. Keep children away from the large vinyl bag not to cover 

their heads. 

Fluorite Apochromat Doublet 

76mm all planes multi-coated 

570mm 

1: 7.5 

594mm 

1:7.8 

40mm 

417mm 

1 :5.5 

36mm 

916mm 

1: 12.0 

95mm 

660mm 

(567mm when dew shield retracted) 

Weight of Main Tube Assembly 3.0kg (about 61bs) 

Finder Scope 6x30 (optionally 7x50) 

司

4

(Note) Image Circle is illuminated 60%. 
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Tube Assembly Layout 

宅ー一一ー一一DewShield Cover 

Dew Shield~ 

．，．，．・ー・＝，・＂’： 1-:t:・.. 内面E0111・・・． ~ Dew Shield Lock Screw 
Lens Shade Ring 一一一一一色｜

Tube 一一一一→ー

〆／ Finder S ope 

Coupling 

Drawtube Lock Knob 

50.8[2"] Extension tube －一一宇
50.8[2”］ Sleeve 

31.7[1 1/4"] Eyepiece Adapter 
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Attaching The Finder And Tube Assembly 

Your telescope is shipped with the finder 

detached. Using the following instruction to 

assemble and align the finder. 

・Attachingthe finder scope 

Place the finder bracket 』egon the finder 

base on the tube assembly and lock it日rmly

with two cap-bolts provided. Set the finder 

as parallel to the tube as possible. Failure to 

do so will make alignment difficult. 

6x30 finder scope is attached as standard, 

but optionally 7x50 finder scope can be at-

ta ch ed. 

• Setting the main tube assembly 
onto the equatorial mount 

Set the tube holder on the head of the mount 

with two cap-bolts and lock the tube with a 

lock nut after balancing the tube. The tube 

holder can be used with all Takahashi 

mounts. If astrophotography is one of uses, 

the heavier duty the mount, the better. 

Cap Bolt 

Finder Bracket 

Alignment Screw 

Allen Wrench .. 

Tube Holder Ill 

ψCap  Bolt 

E
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・CompressionRing 

Remove the eyepiece adapter cover after 

the locking ring has been loosened bγturn-

ing it counter clockwise. Then, insert the 

desired eγepiece or 31.7(1 1/4勺diagonal

into the adapter and tighten the eyepiece 

ring bγturning it clockwise. 

・TakahashiEyepieces 

The following eyepieces are available from 

Takahashi. 

eLE series: The barrel size is 31.7mm (1 1/ 

4勺， wideapparent field, ranging from 

LE5mm to LE30mm. LE50mm (50.8mm/ 

2" barrel size) 

eHトLEseries: Hi-LE2.8mm and Hi-

LE3.6mm are available for highlγmagni-

tied observation. 

50.8[2"] Extension tube 

50.8[2"] Eyepiece Adapter 

Plastic Ring 

Compressin Ring 

•Focusing 

After inserting the eγepiece into the 

telecope, it is necessary to achieve the best 

possible focus. Remember the atomsphere 

will limit the highest magnification that can 

be used on any given night. Using the low-

est power eyepiece; focus the image and 

then increase the magnification bγusing 

shorter and shorter focal length eyepiece 

until the desired magnification is reached. 

This procedure allows the centering of an 

object at high magnification. Please famil-

iarize yourself with the following. ・Connectionthe System Parts 

The adapters and the rings are provided on 

the visual back to connect various system 

parts. Carefully study the system chart in 

this book before connecting any system 

parts. Connection of the incorrect parts may 

prevent the telescope from coming to a 

sharp focus or any focus at all. 

• Focusing System 

The FC・76DSuses a rack-and-pinion fo-

cuse仁Thisfocuser enables the observer to 

focus repidly. Turning the focuser clockwise 

will move the drawtube out, while turning 

the counter-clockwise will move the draw-

tube in. The optional Micro Edge Focuser 

[MEF・3)adds 8 to 1 fine focus for fine fo-

minum plug from the 31.7mm(1 1/4勺com-

pression ring adapter. Insert the diagonal 

into the compression ring adapter. Care-

fully tighten the compression ring until it be-

gins to make contact with the barrel of di-

agonal. It is not necessary to overtighten the 

ring to hold the diagonal. 

Then insert the eyepiece into the com pres-

sion ring of the diagonal, repeating previ-

ous process. Be careful not to overtighten 

the compression ring. 

Begin the focusing process bγchoosing a 

bright star in a covenient position. When 

you think that you have achieved the best 

focus, move the focuser inside and outside 

of what γou think is the best focus. This 

will confirm the critical procedure. 

Begin with a low power eyepiece and then 

proceed higher and higher until the desired 

50.8[2] Sleeve 31. 7[1 1/4 ] Eyepiece Adapter 
cusing at high magnification or for imaging. magnification has been achieved. 

Remove the lens shade cover and the alu-

M55.9X0.75φ50.8mm[2”］ φ50.8mm[2"] M43X0.75 

円。

LE Eyepiece 

φ31.7mm[1 1/4つ

When best focus at high magnifications has 

been achieved, the observer may notice a 

bright and dim ring around the star. This is 

not a defect but rather a diffraction pattern 

which is an indication of diffraction limited 

optics. 
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• Attaching the Tube Assembly to 

the Mount 

Attach the tube holder to the mount using 

the 8mm Allen screws supplied with the 

tube holder. The tube assembly can then be 

placed into the tube holder and secured with 

the lock nut after the tube holder has been 

closed over the tube assembly. This tube 

holder can be used with all Takahashi 

mounts. If astro imaging is one of the uses, 

then the heavier duty the mount is the bet-

ter it will be to image. 

The correct way to attach the tube holder 

to the mount is to use the Allen screws pro-

vided with the tube holder. After placing the 

tube assembly into the tube holder, the next 

step is balancing. 

Now that the instrument has been attached 

to the mount, it will be necessary to balance 

the load in the R.A. and the Dec. 

The first step is to clamp the R.A. and 

unclamp the Dec. Hold the tube of the tele-

scope in the event it is out of balance. Then, 

loosen the tube clamp slightly so that the 

tube can be moved in either direction. Move 

the tube in either direction until it balances. 

When the tube is balanced, tighten the 

clamp. 

Next, loosen the R.A. clamp, and tighten the 

Dec. clamp. Unclamp the counter-weight{s) 

and slide them in either direction until the 

package is balanced. 

－ー Ii Finder Alignment 

ム
北二二二一

ぐーーーータ

A finder is a useful tool. It permits the pre-

cise centering of an object in the field of 

view. The 6.3・degreefield of view allows the 

easy centering of an object to be viewed or 

photographed. 

• How To Retract The Lens Shade 

The Lens Shade of the FC・76DSis retract-

able. When the FC・7605is to be trans-

ported, retract the lens shade until it rests 

on the ring installed in the tube assembly 

for that purpose. The shade can be extended 

when the FC-7605 is used. 

1. Remove the cap of the dew shield. 
2. Loosen the two lock screws. 

3. Extend the dew shield. 
4. Turn the locking screws until they make con・

tact. 

The Takahashi finders use an interrupted 

crosshair which is designed to allow the 

easy centering of an object to be photo-

graphed or observed. The wide field of the 

finder makes the finding of an object easier, 

therefore, it is important that the finder and 

the telescoep be in alignment. The follow-

ing procedure can be used to align the 

finder. 

•Alignment Procedure 

1. Place a low power eyepiece in the tele-

scope and center a bright star in a con・

venient part of the sky. Do not forget to 

engage the motor drive to keep the star 

centered. If this procedure is done in day-

light, use an object that is at least one 

mile away. Loosen the lock nuts on the 

finder bracket and slightly move the star 

to the center of the field using the ad-

justing alignment screws. 

‘．聞開閉ーーーーー圃....... 

[Caution] 

Remove the lens shade cap before moving 

the Lens shade. The fit is tight enough to 

blow the lens shade cap o背ofthe lens shade 

and it allows the lens shade to move easier. 

2. Then use a higher magnification eγe・

piece and repeat the procedure by cen-

tering the object in the field of view of 

the telescope and then the finder. Con-

tinue this process until the highest pos-

sible magnification has been used. 

-8-

Finally, tighten the lock nuts and locking 

screws. If the object moves slightlγ，ad-
just alternately tighten and loosen the 

locking nuts until the object stays in the 

cente仁

• Adjusting Screw Procedure 

1. Turn all the lock nuts until they reach the 

head of the alignment screws. 

View Field of Finder 

View Field of Telescope 

hu 



2. In order to move the crosshair in the di-

rection of the arrow, first loosen screw 

(a) and tighten (push) the finder with 

screw (c). This procedure will move the 

crosshair in the desired direction. The top 

of the finder will move in the opposite 

direction and the object will move in the 

direction of the smaller arrow. 

3. In a similar fashion the direction of the 

movement of the finder is made by ad-

justing the three screws. 

Learn the relationship between the move-

ment of the three adjusting screws. If the 

finder cannot be moved in the desired di-

rection, loosen the locking nuts. 

• Reticle llluminator [Optional] 

The 7x50 finder has provision for an op-

tional reticle illuminator. 

If an illuminator will be installed, remove the 

cap screw at the end of the finder and in-

stall the reticle illuminator. The illuminator 

makes the centering of dim objects easier. 

OFF 

In order to turn the illuminator on, turn the 

knob clockwise. The knob will click when 

the illuminator turns on. As the knob is 

turned, the reticle will brighten. Adjust the 

knob to the desired brightness. Turn the 

knob counter-clockwise past the click to turn 

the illuminator off. 

• Replacing The Battery 

Before changing the batteries in the illu-

minator, please be certain to turn it off. Un-

screw the battery holder. Remove the old 

batteries and insert new one after they have 

been wiped with a clean drγcloth. Check 

the polarity of the batteries before inserting 

them into the holder. Use two silver [V76・

PK] or equivalent batteries. 

Hold the knurled cap and turn 
the battery case as arrowed 

-10-

Observation 

• Visual Observation ・DeterminingMagnification ・CompressionRing Star Diagonals 

The magnification of any eyepiece used with A 90・degreediagonal p『ism is optionally 

the telescope can be calculated by using the available from Takahashi. This permits easy 

following fomura. viewing of objects at the zenith. The 

(focal length of a telescope) 

(focal length of an eyepiece) 

Therefore, the shorter focal length eyepiece 

will produce the higher magnification. On 

some nights of exceptional seeing, it is a 

fun to use highest possible magnification to 

view the Moon and planets. 

In general, the limit of magnification will be 

highest 20X and lowest 1.4X respectivelγto 

the effective ape同ure.In case of FC・76DS,

the highest will be 152X and the lowest 11 X. 

Therefore, most of Takahashi LE eyepieces 

can be used with FC・76DSexcept HトLE

2.8mm and Hi-LE 3.6mm. 

31.7mm(1 1/4”） standard diagonal prism is 

set into the compression ring adapter at the 

end of the telescope and then the ring is 

tightened just enough to hold the diagonal 

prism. The, the eyepiece is placed in the 

compression ring on the prism and held by 

the same procesure. 

Star diagonal prism 31.7(1 1/4勺
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+ Lunar observation ・ObservingNebulae and Star Clusters 

The Moon is an excellent object to observe In general, observing nebulae and star clus-

for beginners as well as advanced amateurs. ters is best done with low power wide field 

Though the entire full Moon can be ob- eγepieces. On the other hand, observing 

served at 50x, its intense brightness war- globular clusters and small nebulae requires 

rants a Moon filter to protect the eye from higher power to reduce the background 

the Moon’s bright glare and allow some glow and increase the contrast. This is par-

detail to be observed. The best time to ob- ticularlγtrue in cities with a great deal of 

serve lunar detail is when the Moon is in its sky glow. Therefore, higher magnification 

partial phases. Then viewing the termina- can benefit the observer with the FC・76DS.

tor and it adjacent area will allow the ob・

server to see small detail, ray structures and 

rilles. The high contrast images produced 

by the FC・76DSwill reward the observer ・Observingthe Sun 

with great views of the lunar surface and Never observe the Sun directlγ；this will 

its manγfeatures at high magnification. cause instant and permanent damage to the 

eye. If the Sun is to be observed there are 

two options available. The first, is a high 

quality glass filter that blocks out 99.999% ・Observingthe Planets of the light and heat. This filter should be 

The FC・760is capable of producing plan-

etarγimages of great detail and contrast. 

This is possible on a night of ・good seeing. 

The twinkle of lack thereof from stars at the 

zenith will tell the observer the quality of the 

seeing. The less twinkle the stars show, the 

better the seeing will be. Since the aperture 

of the FC・76DSis small it has an advantage 

on nights of poor seeing; since it less at-
fected by poor seeing. On those nights of 

steady seeing, pictures of the planets and 

the Moon taken with a digital SLR will pro・

duce detailed images. 

secured over the lens shade with nylon set 

screws to prevent the filter from falling off 

the telescope and an opaque cover placed 

over the finder. The observer can now view 

the disc of the Sun and see sunspots and 

other phenomena. The second is the dedi-

cated sub angstrom solar filter systems 

which allow prominences and great detail 

to be seen on the solar surface. 
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圃 Astrophotography

Orawtube 

CAA Aux. ring Wide T-mount 
(FS-60C) DSLR I SLR 

+ Prime Focus Photography 
This is the method to take images at the to・

cal point just like to use the telescope as a 

telephoto lens. Since the f.ocal length of a 

telescope is far longer than that of a tele-

photo lens, slight mistake in guiding will 

make star images poor. Therefore, a steady 

町、ountshould be used to keep the images 

as sharp as possible. The camera can be 

attached to the prime focus tube using a T-

mount available from Takahashi. 

Note: The focal length of the fluorite lens 

will be varied a bit by a temperature fluc-

tuation. Therefore, when making a long-time 

exposure, be careful on the temperature 

fluctuation. If it would happen more than 

three times, stop imaging and refocus your 

telescope. 

50.8(2"] Eyepiece Adapter 

50.8(2") Extension tube 

+ Eyepiece Projection Photography 
When the FC・7605is used to make images 

of lunar craters or the planets, the TCA・4

eyepiece projection system can be used. 

The magnification for each eyepiece can be 

increased or decreased using the sliding 

tube that is an integral pa代 ofthe TCA・4.It 

is easily attached and detached. 

r 

~Cautions 
When making long focal length images 

with the FC・7605,it is verγimportant 

that the telescope and camera be in 

perfect balance. When the telescope is 

moved to a different object, be sure to 

rebalance the telescope and camera 

package. 

、

、 J

LE Eyepiece 

TCA-4 T-mount DSLR I SLR 
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Connections for imaging with 760 Flattener 

Focal Length ．…・594mm

Focal Ratio H ・H ・...f/ 7.8 

Image Circle…・φ40mm[ 60% illuminated] 

Accessories for Photo/Visual Application 

・50.8(2")Mirror Diagonal 

When the Mirror Diagonal is used, the draw-

tube must be moved inward past the focal 

point because the length of the light pass is 

longer. Connect it as shown in the system 

chart to get focus. Refer to the diagram at 

the left. 

置 2XBarlow Lens 

Keeping the aberration good as it is, this can 

extend the focal length by 2X for visual use. 

Due to parfocal design, it can be used con・

veniently with Mirror Diagonal by way of the 

adapter (OM). 

50.8[2"] Extension Tube 
Coupling （し）

Drawtube 

CAA SD Ring 

・760Flattener 

50.8(2") Mirror Diagonal 

This flattener can make 40mm image circle 

almost flat across the field, keeping images 

at the center sharp. With a bit longer focal 

length of 594mm (f/7 .8), this flattener will 

make the FC-76DS an ideal telephoto lens 

to image the ground and the sky. Also by 

using the SD (short distance imaging 

adapter) ring, the FC・76DScan focus an 

object 6 meter o仔．

Connections for imaging with 760 Reducer 

Focal Length…. 417mm 
Focal Ratio ...・H ・..f/ 5.5 

Image Circle…・¢36mm [ 60% illuminated] 

2X Barlow Lens 

Drawtube 

50.8[2"] Eyepiece Adapter 50.8[2"] Sleeve 31.7[1 1/4"] Eyepiecer Adapter LE Eyepiece 

ー14-

CAA 760 Reducer 

760 Flattener T-mount DX-60W 
DSLR I SLR 

・760Reducer 

The 760 Reducer is designed for deep sky 

imaging, reducing the focal ratio brighter to 

f/5.5 and making images as small as 20 mi-

crons across the image circle in wave area 

of g line to C line. Field illumination is 95% 

on 25mm circle and more than 70% on 

35mm. 

T-mount DX-60W DSLR I SLR 

R
U
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Connection for magnifying imaging with the 

Extender-a 1.6X 

Focal Length .…・916mm

Focal Ratio ...・H ・..fl 12.0 

I -- J 

50.8[2"] Sleeve ExtenderQ 1.6X T-mount DX-60W DSLR I SLR 

• Extender-a 1.6X 

This can extend the focal length to take 

magnified image at the focal point by ex-

tending the original focal length by 1.6X, 

most suited for highly magnified lunar and 

planetary imaging. 

・T-MountAdapter 

In order to a抗ach35mm DSLR camera and 

TCA・4Pr吋ectionDevice, the 1二MountDX-S 

is used. For imaging with the 760 Reducer 

and 760 Flattener, the T-Mount DX・60Wis 

used. These mounts are available for EOS 

& Nikon. 

， 

、

Aux. ring T-mount DX-60W DSLR I SLR 

TCA-4 T-mount DX-S DSLR I SLR 

~Cautions 
Be careful on the scratches and dirt 

on the T-Mount. These will be some 

causes the camera attached not 

squarely, making star images de-

formed. 

、

~ 

・CameraAngle Adjuster (CAA) 

This is a necessary tool for imaging at the 

prime focus, with the reducer. You can ro・

tateγour camera to get ideal photo angle 

when imaging. 

ー16-

• Some Advices on Imaging ・Toget the sharpest images 

Use the faxed star to focus your telescope, 

selecting 3 to 4 magnitude ones, which are 

ideal for this purpose. Make some trial shots 

with your camera to detect the focal point. 

It is a good idea to check focus with the im-

ages appearing on the displaγifγour cam-

era has life view function. 

•Test Shot 

Before going to the remote place suitable 

for star imaging, it is advisable to make 

some test shots. Even in a light polluted city 

area, 5・minuteexposure will be enough to 

learn imaging process to determine the best 

focusing. 

• Imaging with Guiding 

With the optical system that can produce 

verγsharp images just like the FC・76DS,

even a slight error in guiding will appear on 

the images. So, the most precise guiding is 

alwaγs required. Especially imaging with the 

FC・76DS,longer exposure is necessarγdue 

to darker F ratio. If the guiding set-up has 

some wobble and bent，γou cannot make 

precise guiding. So, steady guiding scope 

and mount should be used. 

• MEF-3 

The Micro Edge Focuser, MEF・3,is an op-

tionally available 8 to 1 fine focus attach-

ment that permits 8 to 1 fine focus for criti-

cal focusing for imaging or high magnifi-

cation. 

• FQR-1 

The Finder Quick Release, FOR・1,is very 

convenient device to attach and detach the 

finder quickly. Once it is set on the focuser 

housing, you can attach and detach the 

finder quicklγby thumb turn screws. The 

finder alignment almost the same in doing 

so. 
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Care & Maintenance 

・OpticalAxis 

Before Attempting To Clean Your Optics, 

Contact Your Local Distributor For Pre-

cise Instruction Or Advice On How To 

Proceed. 

e Lens Cleaning 
If the front lens of the objective has dust 

or dirt particles on it, use a large hand 

powered blower to remove the particles. 

Under no circumstances should dust be 

removed bγany other means, rubbing 

the surface will cause scratches. If the 

lens must be cleaned, be certain that all 

dust and dirt particles have been re・

moved by using a blower. Then using 

cotton swabs slightly moistened with 

cleaner dab the surface, changing cotton 

swabs often until the objective is cleaned. 

If anγquestions arise during this process, 

immediate！γcontact you local distribu-

tor for help. Under no circumstances 

should the su『faceever be rubbed. 

Dew Shield 

一一~

e REMEMBER, DO NOT USE ANY FORM 

OF CANNED AIR TO REMOVE THE PAR-

TIC LES. 

This product is very cold and could harm 

the front lens of the objective. Be certain 

that the dew cap is removed before at-

tempting to clean the objective. Use the 

following procedure, if the front and rear 

surfaces of the objective mu剖 becleaned. 
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• Additional Precautions 

・Keepthe telescope away from large flue-
tuations in temperature. When the instru-

ment is brought out from a warm room 

to colder air, dew may form. 

e Store the telescope in a cool dry envi-

ronment. Any dew should be removed by 

blowing it with a hair dryer with the heat-

ing element turned o仔，whichmeans the 

air will be at room temperature. This flow 

of cool room temperature air will dry the 

dew and not leave a residue. Additionally, 

it is a good idea to store the telescope with 

a drying agent near the objective to keep 

any moisture away from the objective. 

e As mentioned previously, never use 

canned air due to the fact that the propel-

lant is a refrigerant which could cause 

damage to the front element. If the ele-

ment must be cleaned, make certain it is 

done in cool room. 

NEVER USE ALCOHOL TO CLEAN THE 

LENS. IT WILL DESTROY THE COATING. 

e Under no circumstances should the 
lenses be disassembled. The lenses have 

been properly aligned and set in place by 

skilled optical technician with special 

tools. Doing so will void any warranty on 

the tube assemblγ． 
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What is Fluorite? 

Calcium fluorite (CaF2) is a naturally occur-

ring crystal. Its very low refractive index 

makes it the best of materials to use in the 

manufacture of apochromatic telescopes. 

Unfortunately, the natural crystal contains 

impurities and as a result, displays some 

properties that make it unsuited for use in a 

telescope. 
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Now thanks to modern technology, fluorite 

crystals are grown in an oven. This process 

produces a total lγpure mono crystal 

structre that does not display any of the un-

suitable prope目iesof the natural crystal and 

has the same very low refractive index. Now, 

calcium fluorite crystal can be hard multi-

coated for maximum light transmission and 

durability. 
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As the diagram shows, the band pass of 

fluorite of 1000 to over 100,000 angstroms 

eclipses by manγmagnitudes that of anγ 

optical glass. Additionally, the use of 

μ multicoatings further increases light trans-

mission over any ED glass. These features 

make the fluorite objective the premier 

photo/visual instruments for deep sky or 

lunar and planetary applications in their size 

class. 

When the fluorite telescope is taken out for 

an observing session, it will take about 30 

minutes for the objective to temperature 

equalize for maximum performance. This 

fact is also true for any optical system used. 
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System Chart 

• Photo/Visual System Chart 

< Standard Accessories > 

10. CouplingげKP35001]

13. 50.8(2勺Sleeve[TKP00113) 

14. Coupring (L) [TKP00104] 

46. Eyepiece adapter (31.7I11/4勺

[TKP00101] 

69. 50.8(2”） Adapter [TKP35110] 

71. 50訓2”） Extension tube打KP27112]

<Optional Accessories> 

6. CCA [TKA21200) 

15. Visual Adapter [TKP35001) 

16. Aux.ring [TKP20001) 

18. 760 Reducer [TKA 18580] 

32. T-Mount DX-S (EOS) [TKA01250) 

T-Mount DX-S (Nikon) [TKA01254] 

33.下MountDX・60W(EOS) [TKA20245] 

T-Mount D×・60W(Nikon）げKA20246)

33G.下MountDX-WR (EOS）什KA20251]

T-Mount DX-WR (Nikon) [TKA20255) 

34. DSLR I 35mm SLR camera 

35. CA-35 (50.8/2”） [TKA31201] 

36. TCA・4[TKA00210) 

47. Eyepiece (31.7mm I 1 1/4") 

48.LE・50Eyepiece (50.8/2”） [TKA00530) 

49. Diagonal prism (31.7 I 1 1/4”） [TKA00547) 

60. Extender-C2X [TKA00594) 

67. Extender-a 1.6X [TKA00595) 

74. Diagonal Mirror (50.8mm/2”） [TKA00541 J 

75. Adapter (OM) [TKA00111) 

80. 760 Flattener [TKA18582) 

82. SD ring [TKA20583) 

[Note 1] Some DSLR cannot be attached. 

74 

See C2X System chart 

See Ql.6X System chart 

[Note 2] SD Ring is used for focusing an object as near as 6 meter o仔．
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• Extender-C 2X System Chart 

< Standard Accessories > 

10. Coupling [TKP35001) 

13.印刷2”） Sleeve打KP00113I 
14. Coupring(L) [TKP00104) 

46. Eyepiece adapter(31.7 I 1 1/4＂）打 KP00101)

69. 50.8(2”） Adapter [TKP3511 OJ 
71. 50.8(2”） Extension tube [TKP27112] 

10 

< Optional Accessories > 

11. Extension Tube (S) 

32.下MountDX-S (EOS) [TKA01250] 

T-Mount D×－S (Nikon) [TKA01254) 

34. DSLR I 35mm SLR camera 

35. Camera Attachment (M43司＞ M42) [TKA00205] 

36. TCA・4[TKA00210] 

47. Eyepiece (31.7mm I 11/4”） 

49. Diagonal prism(31.7 I 1 1/4”） [TKA00541 I 
60. Extender-C2×［TKA00594] 

{Note] Some DSLR cannot be attached. 

35 
3ト魯
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•Extender-a 1.6X System Chart 

< Standard Accessories > 

10. Coupling [TKP35001) 

13. 50.8(2”） Sleeve [TKP00113 J 

14. Coupring(L) [TKP00104) 

46. Eyepiece adapter(31.7 I 1 1/4勺げKP00101]

69. 50.8(2") Adapter [TKP35110] 

71. 50.8(2勺Extensiontube [TKP27112] 

く Extender-01.6X Parts > 

67. Extender-0 1.6X [TKA00595] 

61・AVari-Tube (L) [TKA00586) 

61・B.Vari-Tube (S) [TKA00587] 

62. Visual Adapter (EX) [TKA00588] 

10 

46 

」’”ーーーーーーーーーーーーーー ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー －l・・ー－ ----' 

く OptionalAccessories > 

32. T-Mount DX-S (EOS) [TKA01250] 

下MountDX-S (Nikon) [TKA01254) 

34. DSLR I 35mm SLR camera 

36. TCA・4打KA00210)

47. Eyepiece (31.7mm I 1 1/4”） 

48. LE-50 Eyepiece (50.8/2”） [TKA00530] 

49. Diagonal prism(31.7 I 1 1/4勺［TKA00541)

65. EC Ring [TKA00590] 

66. 50.8(2") Adapter (EX・01.6X)[TKA00596] 

74. Diagonal Mirror (50.8mm/2”） [TKA00541] 

75. Adapter (OM) [TKA00111] 

[Note] Some DSLR cannot be attached. 

32 
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